English
Class novel
Guided reading groups
Individual reading
Comprehension activities
Vocabulary extension
Spelling lists and activities
Spelling strategies and rules
A range of written activities, with particular focus on narrative and recount.
Linked script handwriting
Proof reading and editing of text
Class meetings
Discussions

Music
with Ashleigh Tarling
(see music overview)

Mathematics
Use properties of odd and even numbers
Use place value to partition, rearrange and regroup numbers to solve problems
Investigate number sequences with multiples of 3, 4, 6, 7, 8 & 9
Recognise, represent and order numbers to tens of thousands
Multiplication and division facts
Time problems
Convert between units of time
Secret Code/Mental Computation

Indonesian
with Kay Grund
(see Indonesian overview)

History
Stories of the First Fleet, including reasons for the journey, who travelled to Australia, and their experiences following arrival.

Writing
with Jane Jolly
(see writing overview)

Science
Forces can be exerted through direct contact or from a distance
Questioning and predicting
Planning and conducting experiments
Processing and analysing data and information
Evaluating and communicating ideas and findings
Waterwatch

Health
Child Protection – Right to be safe
Tribes and Quality Start activities
Friendly Schools – understanding bullying
Buddies with Room 23
Class meetings
Buddies cybersafety

Geography
The types of natural vegetation and the significance of vegetation to the environment and to people.
The importance of environments to animals and people, and different views on how they can be protected.

Physical Education
with Jono Koutiskas
(see PE overview)

The Arts
with Paul Steele
(see art overview)